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A homophone is a word that has the same pronunciation as another word or words but that has a
different meaning. Some common homophone are there / their / they ’ re , one.
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Primary Resources - free worksheets, lesson plans and teaching ideas for primary and
elementary teachers. 1. Homophone Machine. Click Image to Enlarge : Type in a sentence and
press Convert to see your new sentence using homophones of words you typed.
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whether. check. would. bored. sore. higher. witch. steal. hole. brake. warn. worn. write. which.
they're. break. our. right. whole. hour. their. steel. where. stair. there. Search terms: homophones,
they're, there, their · Download 0.15 MB. Using there, their, and they're correctly [SMART
Notebook lesson]. Students learn the . Students can take notes on the top half of each page, then
show what they know. . sets of homophones: *they're/their/there *you're/your/yore *to/two/too Stu.

.. Diagramming Sentences Simple Subject and Predicate SMARTBoard Activities.
A homophone is a word that has the same pronunciation as another word or words but that has a
different meaning. Some common homophone are there / their / they ’ re , one. 1. Homophone
Machine. Click Image to Enlarge : Type in a sentence and press Convert to see your new
sentence using homophones of words you typed. 14-8-2012 · Homophones, or homonyms, are
words that sound alike but are spelled differently and have different meanings.
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Homophones Worksheet: Read the sentences. Choose the proper form of the words their , there ,
or they ’ re to complete each sentence. Information: Homophones.
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Homophones Worksheet: Read the sentences. Choose the proper form of the words their , there ,
or they ’ re to complete each sentence. Information: Homophones.
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Vocabulary Games For TEENs A great way to build the foundation skills that today's elementary
school curriculum requires. These learning games and songs are fun. Search All Resources
Lessons, images and more.. Browse by: Subject(s) Grade(s) File Type
Smartboard Lesson/ Literacy Center Homophones K-5 This Smartboard Lesson on homophones
can be used as a lesson or center. This interactive activity .
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Students will learn to use their, there, and they're correctly. students that today we will distinguish
the difference between the homophones - they're, their, and there.. I have one of the partners to
sit with his/her back to the Smartboard. Feb 21, 2012. Homophones, homographs, homonyms,
multiple-leaning words -- whatever you call them, here's examples, activities and games. File
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Hull Highs teams are known as the Pirates and their school colors are blue and. 14. Shower
themes. Date 2003 05 20 2355. St
Interactive quiz for homophones . Choose the correct homophone to complete the sentence. The
correct choice should make the sentence make sense. 14-8-2012 · Homophones, or homonyms,
are words that sound alike but are spelled differently and have different meanings. good ideas for
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